Accuracy Rate ave lcl ucl target Each error not made saves an average of $500.
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Organizations naturally manage their assets…
They take care of them. They put them to work, to make money. They adjust their management systems to account for the special properties of each asset.
Redman-MIT08-Data Driven © Navesink Consulting Group, 2000 -2008 For data, "taking care" is mostly about quality Prescription 1: Take steps to ensure that Possess and acquire the right kinds of data. People can access and understand them. People can trust that they are "good enough." They are of high enough quality to withstand market scrutiny. They are kept safe from loss or theft.
It is highly significant that (almost) all organizations that diligently follow many of "the ten habits" make order-ofmagnitude improvements.
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Outline:
What does "manage data assets" mean? A bit of flavor for:
Putting data to work The wondrous and perilous properties of data as an asset Implications for the management system The brutal (and growing) politics associated with data A new context for data quality The ten habits of those with the best data.
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Putting Data to Work
The many ways to bring data to market A note on decision-making Your most important data T. C. Redman, Page 13
A Note on Market Demands
People and organizations have always wanted "more and better" data. Historically, the elite took steps to hoard data. Since the rise of democracy, some of their grip has been broken. Sheer demand continues to grow and is in little doubt:
"Inside IBM, we talk about 10 times more connected people, 100 times more network speed, 1,000 times more devices, and a million times more data."* 
A Note on Market Demands-2
To borrow from Twain, "the difference between the right data and the almost-right data is like the difference between lightning and a lightning bug."
People and organizations expect: "exactly the right data and information in exactly the right place at exactly the right time and in the right format to make a decision, complete an operation, or serve a customer." 
Make Better Decisions
Another good way to put data to work is systematically use them to make better decisions, align the organization to the tasks at hand, and execute. Should strive for greater uniqueness, novelty, and depth in data put in the marketplace. Need to identify and explicitly manage the most important, end-to-end value-creating flows of data as "information chains" or Big-P processes.
Need to improve quality, in its own right, but more especially to meet market demands. 
Implications
You can't resolve the inter-related issues of ownership, management accountability, and quality through automation. Process management and improvement for quality and effectiveness. Automation for speed, efficiency, and scale. Need to explicitly get responsibility for data out of the CITO. New organization in "the business:" Chief Data Office. Those interested in data must learn how to build and use "political capital." Politics" is increasingly important. Note: Politics is NOT inherently negative. The (nearly-certain) results
The Future
The Past
Management Focus
Reduced by two-thirds 
Habit 1: Focus on the most important needs of the most important customers
Those with the best data adopt a customer-facing definition of quality. In doing so, they recognize that:
All data are not created equal. Similarly, customers, problems, and business opportunities are not created equal. Generally, the most important data are those needed to set and execute the company's most important business strategies. And they focus as much of their energies on these customers, strategies, and data. Said differently, their data quality programs are fully aligned with business strategy.
Habit 2. Process, process, process
They recognize that they create data via their crossfunctional business processes A B C D They recognize that most errors occur "in the white space
They think "BIG-P"
They recognize "the next guy" (serving the customer) as a customer They focus not just on the level, but also on the rate of improvement They set targets like:
• half the error rate every year
• add two significant new features every year They decide to position themselves near the front with respect to quality in their industries In many respects, for them planning for quality is no different than planning for revenue growth, new product development, etc. The habits reinforce one another
